The Medical Group Commanders Aerospace Medicine Workshop is an AF/SG initiative designed to inform new MDG CC selectees of the mission mandates specific to Aerospace Medicine (AM) at their Medical Treatment Facility (MTF). The educational program will include both didactic and hands on exposure to the aerospace environment in which our aviators work.

Completing the workshop enables commanders to:

- Create accurate expectations of their own AM program so as to facilitate their accomplishment in relation to those mission mandates
- Develop a greater awareness of the AM programs within their MTF, in-garrison and deployed
- Devise support initiatives and promulgate local policies, practices and procedures to fully actuate those AM activities
- Participate and evaluate: altitude chamber, human centrifuge, barany chair, spatial disorientation simulator, PARASIM (parachute virtual reality simulator) to identify with aerospace physiological challenges
- Evaluate an orientation flight, if operationally feasible, in a USAF trainer aircraft to evaluate aviator's working environment.

**Course Content:**

- Team Aerospace
- Aerospace Physiology
- Flight Medicine
- Public Health
- Bioenvironmental Engineering (BEE)
- Deployment Med Support
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